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Mechanics of TeV Gamma-ray Astronomy

air shower forms an image on the focal plane

images from gamma rays are different from 
images due to charged cosmic rays
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Spring 2007

T1
Jan 2005

T3
Fall 2006

T2
Spring 2006

VERITAS: array of four 12-m diameter Davies-Cotton f 1.0 telescopes
at Whipple base-camp (1.3 km above sea-level) near Tucson, AZ, USA.

- staged construction - data-taking since fall 2006
- full sensitivity since fall 2007 



  

Each Telescope

Reflector
- 349  hexagonal facets
- spherical – 24 m radius
- Davies-Cotton mounting
- 12 m diameter 
- 12 m focal length
- 110 m2 area 

Camera
- 499 29mm PMTs
- 0.150 separation 
- 3.50 field-of-view
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Trigger and Readout
-three-level trigger

1. constant fraction discriminator on each PMT

2. pattern trigger on every telescope 
(require hits on adjacent PMTs – typically 3)

3. array trigger (require 2 or more telescopes)

- 500 Mega-sample/s Flash ADC on every channel



  

Whipple 10-m telescope is used for AGN monitoring
and can trigger a target-of-opportunity observation



  

HESS CANGAROO-III

TeV Experimental World MAGIC

VERITAS



  

- Energy range: 100 GeV - 30 TeV
- Energy resolution:  15% - 20% 
- Spectral reconstruction:   E > 150 GeV
- Angular resolution (per event):  r68 = 0.1o

- Crab rate 37 min-1 (trigger level)
- 1% Crab detection in less than 50h, 
- 5% Crab in ~2.5 hours
- somewhat cut dependent

•weak/strong source
 hard/soft spectrum

VERITAS Performance

5 % Crab 2.5 h

1% Crab 47 h



  

Key Science Projects:
 - blazars
 - dark matter
 - galactic plane survey
 - supernova remnants

Observing Proposals:
- generated by science working groups
- chosen by time allocation committee

Director/Discretionary:
- engineering
- targets of opportunity
- gamma-ray bursts

VERITAS Observations

key science projects: 50%

observing proposals: 40%

director/discretionary: 10%

Time budget:
~800 hours/year dark time
> 100 hours/year faint moon 

weather dependent!



  

Extragalactic

- mostly blazars
- 5 source discoveries
- 11 detections, multiwavelength 
campaigns

aim is to understand jet production by 
supermassive black holes and the  physics 
behind gamma-ray production therein

- leptonic?
- hadronic?

also measure the extragalactic background
light (EBL) by observing its effect on 
blazar spectra

γTeV γEBL --> e+e-

VERITAS Science Results



  

spectral energy distributions show ‘double-hump’ structure

lower energy hump is due  
to synchrotron emission

higher energy hump is due 
to inverse Compton 

important to have simultaneous multi-
wavelength data on these sources to 
fully explore the relation of the two 
components

Blazar Spectra

New Class of objects now being detected:  IBL

LBL – low-frequency-peaked blazar
IBL – intermediate-frequency-peaked blazar
HBL – high-frequency-peaked blazar

probably a continuum of objects



  

Extra-Galactic Sources: 

VERITAS observations mostly targeting blazars

1/3 discovery

1/3 multiwavelength campaigns

1/3 targets of opportunity 
(alerts from satellites or other 
Cherenkov telescopes, including 
Whipple 10-m telescope)



  

1ES 0806+514 (HBL)
(VERITAS  TeV discovery)

z = 0.138

2,3, and 4-telescope data 
65 hours
6.3 σ

integral flux > 300 GeV = 0.02 Crab

most data from  March 2008
(ATEL #1415 2008/03/06)

Swift 
Mar 8 and 12

Spectral Energy Distribution 

Synchrotron Self-Compton 
one-zone fit 



  

 1ES 0806+514 energy spectrum

(relatively) large z (0.182) means absorption due 
to extragalactic background light (EBL) is significant

γTeV + γEBL --> e+ e-

--> unfold using a model of the EBL

power-law fit:

Γ = 3.6 +/- 1.0stat +/- 0.3sys  
(soft – Crab is ~ 2)

deabsorption uses model due to 
Franceschini et al (2008)

Γintr = 2.8 +/- 1.0

Astrophysical Journal 
690 L126, 2009



  

simultaneous detection of 
1ES1218+304 – demonstrates
the power of a wide field 
of view instrument

W Comae  (IBL)

(VERITAS TeV discovery
 - originally detected by EGRET at GeV energies)

z = 0.102

first TeV Intermediate BL Lac (IBL)

4-telescope data Jan – Apr 2008
39.5 h
6.3 σ

strong outburst (8σ) in Mar 2008 (4 days)
(ATEL #1422 )

integral flux > 300 GeV = 0.02 Crab

-second Flare (3 times brighter) in June 2008
 (Atel#1565)
- triggered Agile (Atel#1582)

Astrophysical Journal  684 L73, 2008



  

Light Curves and Energy Spectra



  

Steep energy spectrum, modelling:
- SSC (anomalously low B field – 0.007 G
- SSC+EC (more realistic)



  

3C66A 
IBL at z = 0.444 
(z not well established)

unconfirmed detection with 
very large flux (1.2 Crab) in 1998 
by Russian team (Crimea IACT)

observed by VERITAS 2007-08

strong several-day flare in Sep 08
(Atel #1753)

flare also seen by Fermi (Atel#1759)
and optical instruments (Atel#1755)

spectrum is soft (EBL?)  and 
flux for E>100 GeV ~ 0.1 Crab



  

3C66A 
VERITAS data:

33 hours in 2007-08 

21 σ ~ 1800 γ's

Ethres ~ 120 GeV

MAGIC - 3C66A/B?

5.4 σ in 54 h 
power-law fit:

Γ = 4.1 +/- 0.4stat +/- 0.6sys  
(soft – Crab is ~ 2)

deabsorption uses model due to 
Franceschini et al (2008)

Γintr = 1.1 +/- 0.4



  

source confusion
separation is 0.12 degrees
(order of Cherenkov telescope
angular resolution)

3C66A is an IBL
3C66B is a radio galaxy
(important for interpretation)

MAGIC (2007) claims 3C66B
(excludes 3C66A with 85% confidence)

VERITAS (2008) claims 3C66A
(excludes 3C66B at 4.3σ)

VERITAS



  

3C66A – more to come

large flare (6% Crab > 200 GeV)  ATEL# 1753
ApJ 693 L104
lots of multi-wavelength data (radio, optical, X-ray and Fermi)

joint VERITAS-Fermi paper in preparation 



  

RGB J0710+591 (z=0.125)

- 20 hours of data in January and February, 2009
- discovery reported in ATEL 1941
- flux > 300 GeV ~ 2% Crab
- no indication of flux variability
- energy spectrum and MWL picture: stay tuned



  

Extra-Galactic sources: 
M87

- giant (elliptical) radio galaxy
- only non-blazar extragalactic 
TeV source seen (so far) by 
VERITAS
- 16 Mpc distant (z = 0.004)
– near centre of Virgo cluster

-also called Virgo A
- powerful radio source 

- core has an AGN  with 6.4 +/- 0.5 x 109 M black hole

- like a BL Lac, but jet does not point at us 
- angle is 30O to line of sight (inner part <19O)

- jet seen in radio, optical and X-rays with similar morphologies 
- probably synchrotron radiation -> IC can give VHE γ

VLA Radio

Chandra X-ray

HST Optical



  

M87 

 previous detections:
HEGRA  4.1 σ  (1998-1999) 
HESS  13 σ (2003-2006) variable on 
different time scales 
(including days --> small emission region)

first detected by VERITAS in 2007
E > 250 GeV
lower flux than HESS
no rapid variability



  

M87 

VERITAS carried out a joint monitoring  
campaign with HESS and MAGIC in 2008

– 120 h / 50 nights 
- 5 Chandra pointings (D Harris)

outburst in February, 2008 
(confirms day-to-day variability)

correlates with X-ray brightening in core
(TeV emission therefore not likely coming from HST-1)

HST-1 quiet in X-rays during TeV flare
so unlikely to be the TeV source 



  

M87 

simultaneous radio (VLBA) data 
(Craig Walker)
supports the idea that the 
activity is occuring near the 
black hole at the centre of M87

See article this week in 
Science online



  

Galactic

- 1 discovery (SNR)

- 4 detections – detailed
studies (MWL campaigns)

- targeting SNRs, X-ray binaries
unidentified sources

VERITAS Science Results



  

young (~300 year-old) supernova remnant
- 3.4 kpc away
- 5' diameter
- simple environment – easy to model

- first detected by HEGRA 
- (5 σ after 232 h)
- (3% Crab for E > 1TeV)

- recently confirmed by MAGIC 
- (5.3 σ after 47 h)

Galactic Sources: Cas A

NASA/CXC/SAO/Rutgers/J.H 



  

Galactic Sources: Cas A

 consistent with point source 

VERITAS Observations:
- 22 h in October/November 2007
- four telescopes
- 8.3 σ         (flux is 0.03 Crab)

power-law spectrum:

Γ = 2.61 ± 0.24stat ± 0.20sys



  

- supernova remnant 300 – 3000 years old
- 1.5 kpc away
- 50' diameter (larger than the full moon)
- complicated environment

ejecta are interacting with neighbouring material 
(H1 in northeast and giant molecular cloud in southwest)

Galactic Sources: IC 443 
(Jellyfish Nebula)

XMM-Newton X-ray image

50'



  

Galactic Sources: IC 443 XMM-Newton X-ray image

50'
VERITAS Observations:

- 20 h in Feb/Mar 2007 
(three telescopes)

- 25 h in Oct/Nov 2007 
(four telescopes)

- 37 h total after quality cuts

- 8.3 σ detection

co-discovery with MAGIC 

Energy spectrum:
dN/dE = (8.38±2.10) · 10-13 E-2.99±0.38

photons TeV-1 cm-2 s-1



  

Galactic Sources: IC 443 XMM-Newton X-ray image

50'
- source appears to be extended 
Gaussian parameterization has
σintr = (0.16+/-0.03stat +/- 0.04sys)

o

- source not at the pulsar wind nebula
(PWN)  – correlates with densest 
concentration of matter

VERITAS

- source is not coincident with the radio
and optical shell

- overlap with CO indicates a molecular
cloud along line of sight

- maser emission likely due to SNR shock
interacting with cloud

- TeV gamma rays could be from 
- cosmic-ray pion production in cloud
- relic electrons from PWN

PWN

       
optical             CO intensity
pulsar wind nebula
MASER emission

   + VERITAS centroid
   + MAGIC centroid



  

Galactic Sources: LSI+61 303
high-mass X-ray binary or micro-quasar?

TeV Observations:

- first detected by MAGIC (2006)
- confirmed by VERITAS (2007)

orbital period 26.5 days 
- very close to lunar cycle
- TeV coverage compromised

particle acceleration in both models - TeV γ rays produced by
- inverse-Compton scattering with electrons and stellar photons

and/or
- hadronic production of π0s from proton collisions



  

LSI+61 303
- high mass X-ray binary (HMXB)
- one of three detected in TeV γ rays
( HESS detected PSR B1259-63 and LS5039)

- massive Be star with dense circumstellar disk
- orbiting a neutron star or black hole

- period = 26.5 days 

- close orbit; only a few stellar radii separation

- phases (radio defines phase = 0)
- periastron  0.23
- apastron 0.73
- inferior conjunction 0.26
- superior conjunction 0.16

- phase-dependent variable emission 
seen at all wavelengths 

MAGIC detection:  54 h, 9.0σ, E>200 GeV



  

VERITAS Observations

Sep 2006-Feb 2007 
45 hours 2,3-telescope data
(ApJ 679, 1427-1432)

Sep 2007-Jan 2008
21 hours 4 telescopes

Nov 2008
25 hours 4 telescopes



  

 LSI+61 303 energy spectra

phase 0.5 - 0.8

2006-2007 only

Consistent with MAGIC

2007-2008

Consistent with 2006-2007 spectrum

• Γ=2.6± 0.6 (stat) ±0.2 (sys)
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LSI 61+303  sky map summary

Strong indication of orbit-to-orbit variability
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2007-20082006-2007 2008-2009

8.4σ detection

4.5σ detection

No strong excess (2.6σ)

3.6σ pre-trials
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November 2008 Fermi data 
(Dubois, AAS, 2009)

VERITAS data: 99% upper flux limit: 

F(E>500 GeV)< 1.26x10-12 cm-2s-1 
(2.1% Crab)

Fermi detects the source continuously
Emission peaks at periastron
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Cold Dark Matter

- look for gamma rays produced by 
self-annihilation of WIMPs in 
dark-matter-dominated objects:

dwarf galaxies

globular clusters
galaxy clusters

- many uncertainties exist but the parameter 
space is large and the reach of VERITAS is large
- searches are complementary to 

direct (recoil) searches
accelerator (production) searches

- boost factors may increase signal over what is 
naively calculated
Connection to astrophysical dark matter is more direct
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Cold Dark Matter

MSSM allowed by WMAP

no boost

boost = 100



  

Future developments:
(approved and funded)

move T1 to a more 
optimal place (presently 
too close to T4)

- 15% increase in sensitivity
- 30% reduction in weak source
observing time

also:
(proposed)

replace PMTs with higher quantum
efficiency devices  (Hamamatsu 
super bialkali) 

> 15 % increase in sensitivity
- lower threshold energy

upgrade trigger for real-time 
gamma/hadron separation

T3

T2

T1 relocated

T4

T1



  

Summary of Presentation

- VERITAS is operating well and has two seasons of data in hand
- 95% uptime
- performance is design or better
- moderate-scale upgrade will improve sensitivity by 20-30%

- IBLs have been detected at TeV energies

- the source of TeV gamma rays in M87 seems to be near the core

- spatially resolved emission from SNR IC443 has been seen

- deeper understanding of LS I +61 303 is in progress

- dark matter sensitivity is approaching the region of model predictions

See presentations at ICRC-2009 (Lodz) for more results using 
the latest data sets and analyses


